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The Design of an Online Help Facility for ExSpect

Geert-Jan Houben

Abstract

Designing an online help facility is different from writing a paper manual. The design principles for online documentation differ from those for written documentation, although often the same people are responsible for both tasks. In this paper we shortly discuss general principles and guidelines for the design of online documentation and we illustrate them by evaluating the design of an online help facility for ExSpect, a software tool for writing executable specifications.

1 Design of Online Documentation

Designing online documentation for software products is quite different from writing a paper manual. While the writing of paper technical documentation is extensively studied and the resulting guidelines and principles have been tested in practice frequently, similar results are lacking for the design of online documentation. Only recently general theoretical results emerged and can be verified in practice. In this paper first some general guidelines and principles are presented. Subsequently, the actual design and implementation of an online help facility for the ExSpect software environment are considered in detail.

1.1 Online Documentation

The use of a software product generally requires a certain amount of user knowledge concerning that product. The user must know for example what buttons to press or what options to use in order to have the software product do what he or she wants it to do. This information about the use of the software product is called its documentation. The documentation specifies for all kinds of users, end-users and developers, how they can use the product. It includes help facilities, manuals, tutorials, error messages, system feedback, read-me files, demonstrations, etc.
This documentation is in general available in paper. Most of the software products today are accompanied by a number of books that contain all the relevant details about the use of the product. More and more products offer certain parts of that documentation also on screen. So, users are able to obtain the information from the documentation on the same computer screen on which they are using the software product itself. This is called online documentation (Rockley, 92).

For (end-)users online documentation reduces the number of aids that they need in order to work with the software product: besides the computer or terminal on which they are actually using the product, they do not need a large number of books telling them how the product needs to be used. Furthermore, the online documentation can make the information accessible in an easier way: with a proper design of the online documentation users should be able to find the information much quicker than in the paper version. Also, using both the product itself and its documentation on the same computer platform implies that the presentation in the documentation can be enhanced with simulations and animations close to the real product. So, benefits for end-users include increased usability, increased retrievability, and enhanced presentation.

For developers the main benefit of online documentation is that the online version can be managed better in case the information changes rapidly. Better management means less money, time and effort spent on the documentation's maintenance. Also, if the documents can be organized into small chunks of information that each have their own purpose, an online version can be better designed to meet the users’ requirements and expectations. The information typically found in technical documentation (e.g. a reference manual) is ideally suited for an online presentation as a large collection of small individual pieces of information. Searching for an individual piece of information is easier online than on paper, as browsing through the vast amount of information, jumping from one piece to the other, can be realized faster online than on paper. Not every piece of text published on paper can be read as easily online, but the characteristics of software documentation imply that the use of online media has several benefits like lower maintenance costs and increased user satisfaction.
1.2 Use of Online Documentation

Studies show mixed and contradictory results concerning the preference of users for paper or online documentation (see (Schneiderman, 87)). (Charney, 87) claims that paper is faster and easier to read, but that despite the performance users often prefer online. According to (Nielsen, 89) older audiences prefer paper, just as inexperienced computer users (see (Charney, 87)).

Practice has shown that readers of technical documentation primarily want to get in and out of information quickly: reading-to-do, not reading-to-learn (see (Rockley, 92)). In this case the information should be chunked in an effective and efficient way in order to quickly supply the user with exactly the required part of the help information. Sometimes, readers want to explore the online information, e.g. when they are browsing the manual to see the product’s capabilities. In that case it is necessary to provide a variety of entry points and to create structured paths to related information.

Most of the time readers of technical documentation are familiar with the information and they know what they want after a repetition of searches. However, readers that are approaching new material cannot figure out what information they need. To help (new) users find their way a good organizational overview, for example by means of maps, is as helpful as the creation of logical paths through the information.

In the specification of a document writers should follow a number of steps (see (Rockley, 92)).

1. Analyze the future use of the document.
2. Define the content.
3. Based on this content organize the document by establishing links between pieces of the information.
4. Specify the screen layout.
5. Evaluate sample sessions with future users.

In their analysis of the future use of documentation two aspects are relevant for writers: the readers and the tasks they have to accomplish. In this reading analysis the questions to be raised are: Who are the users, how are they going to use the information, and what do they already know?
For the definition of the content of the documentation writers have to consider a number of problems when starting from an existing paper manual. Information must be rewritten for the screen if the hardware or software does not support technical documentation well. For most technical documentation one consequently has to deal with the real trade-off between autonomy and coherence. It is vital to chunk the information on a logical basis, but documents that are overchunked loose their coherence and their hierarchy. Possibly even the author's message can get altered. Writers must learn a whole new way of writing when they are inexperienced at writing *logically-organized* or modular documentation, as is typical for online (technical) documentation. So, when changing from paper to online a thorough analysis of the original paper document is necessary: otherwise, the required *logical chunking* is impossible.

In the organization of the document the writer uses *links* to tie the information chunks together. These links can be organizational or associative. The definition of links should start with the paper based equivalents. Additional ones should be added based on users' information needs. It is considered essential that enough information should be available for the readers to allow an informed choice between links. As (Rockley, 92) suggests writers should be selective in providing only the most important links, since information linked for unclear reasons only frustrates the user.

In relation to the screen layout of the documentation it is important to know that the hardware and software technology for publishing online is changing rapidly. Today few online publishing systems for technical documentation are available, and workstations suitable for presenting online manuals are not yet in widespread use. However, for a proper acceptance by the users the software and the hardware must meet both readers' and writers' needs.

2 Design of an Online Help for ExSpect

Above, a number of general principles and guidelines with respect to online documentation design have been discussed. Now, a concrete design for an online help facility for the *ExSpect* software is used to illustrate the relevant practical issues in detail.
2.1 ExSpect

ExSpect is a software tool that supports the design and the subsequent execution of formal specifications. The aim is to obtain specifications that due to their formal nature are suited for several kinds of analysis, and that also can be used as a basis for running simulations. Both aspects enhance the quality of the communication between designer and user of a specification.

The underlying model is based on a formalism called coloured Petri nets, a kind of Petri nets, with an extended data model. In ExSpect this language is supported with an environment primarily consisting of a design interface, a simulation interface, a number of analysis tools, and a large collection of libraries with reusable specifications.

The tool is developed by the Eindhoven University of Technology and now marketed by Bakkenist ExSpect. The entire tool is written in C and runs under UNIX (SunOS) in an OpenWindows environment.

2.2 Requirements

The project that we want to consider here aimed at developing a help facility for the ExSpect tool. The original and prime goal in that project was to supply the information available in the reference manual on an online basis. As a secondary goal it was allowed to offer in the help facility other information from the set of user manuals (see (ExSpect, 93)), e.g. tutorials, if this was possible elegantly.

Initially, the project was defined such that the first prototype version of the help facility should supply the necessary information from the paper reference manual in an electronic format. In later versions the quality of the help facility could then be improved on the one hand by augmenting the amount of information available online, and on the other hand by enhancing the coherence of the available help information.

As it turned out during the project the developers of the ExSpect software considered the interaction of the online help facility with the existing tools more important than the choice for a perfect platform for technical documentation. This influenced the quality of the software platform for the online documentation. The developers knew that from the documentation point of view the software eventually used for the help facility had limitations in presenting some of the basic elements from the paper manual. However, as they wanted to consider the first version of the help facility as
a prototype, they were satisfied with the expected quality. This software would offer them two prime features by enabling an easy interaction with the different ExSpect tools, and allowing easy prototyping. The software platform included filters to convert the paper text code into code for the online publication.

At the start of the project the information in the manual was already available in an electronic format (for word processing purposes). However, the original manual had been written purely for publication in a paper version. So, although the content of the information was available electronically, it was clear that its organization needed to be adapted to online publication.

Basically, the purpose of a typical chunk of information from the ExSpect reference manual was to specify the exact functionality of a menu item or the exact meaning of an element displayed on screen. So the help should just simply give an explicit specification in a case where the user in general would have a rough idea of the functionality or meaning (e.g. by having read the exact specification during the phase of learning ExSpect). Figure 1 shows the help available for the translate option from ExSpect, while Figure 2 shows the help for the main design window in ExSpect. In general the reading in the help facility would be reading-to-remember, as the user simply would want to refresh his memory with the exact details. It was not considered a principal goal to use this help facility in learning the users the ins and outs of the ExSpect software. This was left a goal for a subsequent release, in which several tutorials could become available online.

2.3 Realization
2.3.1 Conversion

In the ExSpect help project the online version was based on paper documentation written in \emph{LaTeX}. This documentation consisted of a number of manuals specifically written for paper publication. The reference manual, the part that needed to be published online in the initial stage of the project, was organized as a sequence of more or less independent pieces of information, each giving a short, but explicit description of one of ExSpect's menu items or concepts. This meant that the reference manual was already logically-organized, as required for a representation on a chunked online basis. So, the amount of energy that had to be put into converting the original pieces of text into texts suitable for the online version appeared to
-- Translate (Shell) --

Menu sequence:
-----------------
translate

-- Translate (Design interface) --

Menu sequence:
-----------------
translate

Functionality:
-----------------

If you select 'translate', the file corresponding to the current module is fed to the type checker.

- without optimizer: this menu item does not use the optimizer when translating a file

- with optimizer: selecting this item tells the ExSpect system to optimize. Optimization is done by an optimizer that works on the object file generated by the type checker

If the specification has been changed, the system asks if it has to be saved first.

Module has been changed, save first?
(seen)

If the specification is consistent, a message is displayed in the status line: 'Translating file...Done'. When the type checker finds errors, they are displayed in a separate window, see Translation errors. You can also start translate from UNIX.

Menu:
-----

define/install/view
close

Figure 1: help for the Translate option
Functionality:

The heading of the Main Design window is Design editor and the window has the module name in it. In this window the design functions like making definitions and declarations, saving and translating a specification etc. can be activated from the menu.

Menu:

save
change module name...
translate =>
   without optimization
   with optimization
properties =>
   check completeness on (off)
   set confirm off (on)
   set export default on (off)
   implicit definitions in where part (...)
   default size of objects
   set grid default on (off)
definitions =>
   system definitions...
   processor definitions...
   function definitions...
   type definitions...
   definition hierarchy...
declarations =>
   system declarations...
   processor declarations...
   function declarations...
   type declarations...
include files...
module comment...
quit design

Figure 2: help for the Main Design window
be minimal beforehand.

2.3.2 Analysis

The analysis that the developers of the ExSpect help facility carried out to specify the expected usage of that help facility focussed on a definition of the kinds of users and their specific requirements. Two main user groups were identified, the (end-)users and the developers of ExSpect tools. The end-users typically wanted to use the help facility for obtaining an explanation of a given ExSpect feature or for finding the ExSpect feature associated with a given functionality. Besides, they claimed that they wanted to be able to use it for getting introductory overviews and tutorials on some of the ExSpect tools. The ExSpect developers primarily wanted the same kind of use, but they also wanted to be able to deal with multiple releases of ExSpect’s features. Also they wanted to use the online version for a better management of the paper publication, in the sense that the paper version should be obtained by simply printing part of the online version.

For each of the user groups and for each type of usage the required functionality was analyzed. The functionality was also considered for its relevance to the goals of this first phase of the project. This led to a definition of the content of the chunks of information for the first prototype version. This definition was based on the users’ idea that it would be sufficient to chunk the text of the reference manual into the parts evolving from the reference manual’s structure, and to offer these chunks online.

The organization, the links (connections) between the individual pieces of information, evolving from this analysis appeared to be simple (in comparison to structures as in (DeBra,Houben,Kornatzky, 92)). First, the (associative) links were taken that existed already in the paper version. Subsequently, (organizational) links had to be added in order to be able to access each chunk.

The organization that resulted from this process consisted of a mix of associative and organizational links. It turned out that for the users this mix was rather non-coherent. So, during the analysis the proposed design changed as a couple of indices was introduced: a global index for accessing all chunks directly, and a small number of local indices that would offer access to the information specific for a given subject. Figure 3 shows the help information on the indices that are available for the different topics in the help facility. A consequence of this use of indices was that some of the
Functionality:

A separate index for the following ExSpect topics is available:

- Shell Index
- Design Index
- Runtime Index
- Functions Index
- Global Index

Figure 3: Topics available in the help facility

organizational links turned out to be redundant and were removed. That new design appeared to give a better mix between associative and organizational links. The developers had the feeling that the semantical difference between both kinds of links could be better understood by the readers and that a proper access to each individual piece of information was guaranteed.

The analysis also showed that calling the help from within an ExSpect tool had to be possible through a menu option, just as the user would choose other actions in ExSpect. In general calling the help through the menu would lead to presenting the user with the main index to search for a particular piece of help. On the other hand users wanted to be able to obtain help related to a specific menu item or ExSpect element by using a simple keystroke while pointing at that item or element. So, two ways of calling help were needed: directly (with a keystroke) and indirectly (through the menu).

2.3.3 Representation

After the content and the organization of the information were discussed the attention focussed on the layout of the help facility on the screen. The first decision to take was the representation of the information chunks and their links.

For the chunks a window size and a font were chosen such that a meaningful amount of information could be presented in a readable fashion. This meant that the help facility obtained a window with a size sufficiently large.
to present helpful information, while not interfering with the windows of the original ExSpect tools too much.

The connections between chunks of information were realized as *links* in a *hypertext*. This meant that while reading the text in a given chunk (a *node* in hypertext terminology) the reader could jump from a given place in the original chunk to another chunk. This place from which the user can jump to other information is referred to as an *anchor* in hypertext terminology. The jump (a link in hypertext terminology) was realized in the typical hypertext fashion such that the reader is presented with the text of the destination node, when he has activated the anchor inside the source node. The links themselves were made invisible, and only their anchors were made visible to the reader. For the links it was decided that after a jump the text of the destination node would replace the text of the source node. The anchors were represented by underlined text. It was also decided that the anchors would be placed inside the text, and not as separate buttons outside the text. This meant that most of the associative links were represented easily as they often evolved from references in the original text. For a lot of the organizational links some effort had to be spent to represent them by in-text anchors. It was decided that links to an index or to nodes previously displayed would be activated through menu options: no separate anchors, but using the menu just as in the ExSpect tools themselves. Another design decision was to use the name or title of an information chunk (visible in the frame of the node) as the exact text of the anchor referring to that chunk. All together, the mere choice for this representation implied more effort spent than was expected beforehand by the developers.

### 2.3.4 Implementation

In principle, any format could have been chosen as the format for the information in the help facility, as long as it satisfied two conditions. First, a conversion had to be possible from Latex to that format. Secondly, a parser had to be available to store the information in the database for the help facility.

In this project it was decided to use the format of *Info*, a public domain hypertext system. A self-made parser for filling the help database was available: this parser for the Info format was quick enough to be able to present help information without any unnatural delay. Moreover, the major part of the conversion from Latex to Info was covered by *makeinfo*, a public domain
software program. This program could convert from TeXinfo to Info, while Latex and Texinfo are closely related as they are both based on Tex. So, the ExSpect programmers only needed to develop a routine from converting from Latex to Texinfo.

The original aim was to obtain one source from which both the paper and the online version could be constructed automatically. So, despite the conversion routine, the final source code would become an integration of code for the two versions. The developers tried to keep as much as possible of the code at a unique place. They wanted to have as less as possible manual effort spent on the future maintenance by minimizing the work for updating both versions of the documentation in case of new releases.

Therefore, the original approach was to just add the definition of nodes and links into the code used for the existing paper manual and have the (source-code-to-online-code) conversion routine ignore the paper markup. This meant that hypertext formatting commands invisible for the word processor needed to be added to the code for the definition of nodes, links and anchors. This would be a one-time job, only to be done for the very first version. For later versions an addition of text to the help information would then consist not only of the necessary word processing formatting commands, but also of a small number of hypertext formatting commands.

The quality of the paper documentation was sufficient, and the omissions that came forward after the new analysis were fixed leading to an even higher quality. Yet, it turned out that the original approach was too optimistic: part of the information for the online documentation had to be kept in separate nodes without equivalent sections in the paper documentation.

A first cause for the differences was that some text was not present in the paper documentation. Some of it was simply forgotten and was included in later releases, but some of it was typical for the online help. This latter text included information that was not in the reference manual but in other parts of the paper documentation, and that had to be included for the sake of completeness. Information that was also available online but not on paper concerned help on the help facility itself and on the use of the online indices.

A second cause for differences was due to the quality of the software for the help facility. Some information could not be represented effectively online on the basis of the format used for paper publication. The main problem with the software was the primitive layout on screen. Some information represented elegantly on paper could not be displayed adequately on screen.

The amount of text exclusively present online was larger than expected,
perhaps even larger as effectively manageable. That parts of the paper manu-
ual would have no counterpart in the online version was expected and part of the project’s definition. That the opposite would hold in this magnitude was not expected. This undesirable phenomenon could not be avoided while trying to uphold certain quality standards for the online documentation, and it caused an unacceptably high amount of maintenance in case of future changes.

The help facility was designed to offer its help information in one window separate from the other ExSpect windows. So, the first time help was asked this window had to be opened, and subsequently this help window would stay open as long as the user wanted. The interaction between the help facility and the other ExSpect tools was realized such that the help window could be opened with the proper information right away: starting up the help facility would not cause any major delays. Remember that this was one of the reasons why the developers chose this software for the help facility.

The design implied that the user would be able to start the help facility in two ways. By choosing first the help button on the keyboard and subsequently an item from the ExSpect menus the help facility would open the help window with the information on that menu item directly available. A similar way would be followed for help on ExSpect elements in windows on the screen. By double clicking the help button on the keyboard (or choosing the main index item from the ExSpect menu) the help facility would open with the main index such that the user would be able to search for desired information.

3 Evaluation

In the evaluation of the ExSpect online help project a number of stages in the project can be considered:

- converting the existing paper manual to a new online manual;
- analyzing the expected use of the new online help facility;
- defining the nodes and links for the help information;
- choosing representations for those nodes and links;
- implementing the help facility;
• using that implementation.

3.1 Conversion from Paper to Online

The original aim when converting from paper to online was to extend the code for the paper version with some (hypertext) markup such that both the paper and online version could be generated more or less automatically from one source code. The major problem to deal with was the software that the ExSpect developers decided to use for the word processing and for the online facilities. This choice appeared to be in conflict with the requirement to obtain easy maintenance, both during the first realization¹ and in the future.

During the first realization the text for the paper manual had to be extended with a portion of information that was specific for the online help. In order to try to minimize the effort spent on future changes, effort was put into avoiding unnecessary redundancy as much as possible. The larger problem, however, turned out to be the necessary mix of word processing formatting commands and hypertext formatting commands in the source code. This difficult interaction between word processing and hypertext would be reduced with the use of software better suited to serve both needs (at the same time).

While some of the effort was typical for a first release of the online facility, it is also interesting to look at the effort to be spent on maintaining the information both on paper and online in the future.

The first aspect related to future maintenance concerns the conversion routine from the unique source format to the paper and online formats. Although the entire routine manages to do a major part of the conversion automatically, it causes a lot of changes still to be made by hand. If this version of the conversion routine, specifically the self-made conversion from Latex to Texinfo, has to be used at every release of the documentation it will demand an unnecessarily high effort in preparing the paper and online documentation. So, as long as this software platform is being used and a conversion routine is necessary, it is vital to improve the quality of the

¹Note that the ExSpect programmers had built the conversion from Latex to Texinfo. This had been more difficult than expected: this had not been caused by Info or Texinfo, but by the possibility of nesting commands in Latex. Also, they had developed the parser. This parser had to be quick enough to show information in a natural way: explicitly reading and parsing the Latex information was not good enough.
routine such that more is done automatically.

The second aspect in connection to future maintenance is the addition of new information to the contents. The effort for adding new text can be kept to a minimum if the necessary markup for the hypertext formatting is minimal and if the redundancy in the source code is minimal.

The necessary hypertext markup is comparable with the markup needed for word processing. So, in view of the used software the additional markup can be considered (close to) minimal.

As far as the redundancy is concerned, two aspects need to be mentioned. First, the original paper version still contained redundant information: converting this to online did not remove this automatically. This aspect can be avoided in the future by a higher quality of (logically-organized) writing. Secondly, as some of the graphics from the paper manual could not be displayed with the online software new representations had to be chosen that sometimes caused redundancy. This will disappear when the proper software (capable of displaying graphics) is used.

So concluding, with the current software the effort to be spent on maintenance is higher than necessary. In a next phase of the project the use of other software should be considered that is able to display the same quality on screen as on paper while maintaining a simple input format, and that can interact with the ExSpect tools as easily as the current software. As long as the same software platform is to be used, then the associated conversion routine has to be improved in the sense that more can be done automatically.

3.2 Analysis of the Expected Use

The goal of this analysis was to identify the user groups and their requirements.

The main problem encountered was the lack of knowledge of some of the intended users with respect to hypertext and its possibilities: the concepts on which this help facility is based come from the field of hypertext, but most users had no proper idea of the possibilities and impossibilities of hypertext solutions (e.g. users not familiar with the link concept tend to define too many links). This problem was solved by holding sample sessions and presenting demos of comparable systems. Thus they got an insight into the limitations of hypertext. This was important as most of them were definitely aiming too high in specifying the requirements for the help facility in comparison to the effort it would cost and the benefits they would get. Since the
advantages and disadvantages of the used software were not properly known at the time of the analysis, it was vital that the future users were given a good conception of what they could expect in the realization of their wishes.

Concluding, one can state that the use of sample sessions on the future platform and demonstrations of comparable software are essential as part of the analysis to convey to the future users the possibilities and impossibilities of using hypertext solutions.

3.3 Definition of Nodes and Links

In the third stage of the project the contents of the nodes needed to be defined, just as the links between nodes.

The contents of the nodes were basically determined by the way in which the original document was divided into chunks. The chunks corresponded to the sections from the reference manual. This reference manual was already structured and organized: some large sections needed to be split, while some small ones needed to be merged, but there was no real problem in trying to obtain one format and one size for the chunks. A fair amount of work had to be put into rewriting the text to make it suitable for reading both on paper and online: no place references, other figures, etc. Most of this effort was typical for the first time. Future text changes will cause a limited effort, but not a minimal effort.

The definition of the links was started from the relationships explicitly present in the text. A thorough analysis of associative relationships produced many new links. Additional links (organizational links) were added to obtain a logically-organized structure. Indexes were added, one global index and some local ones, to complete the organization such that easy access was possible: organizational links for accessing the information, and associative links for reading the information.

All together the production of links was a huge first-time effort. The maintenance of links will probably stay a serious effort, as the organizational links need to be revisited every time to see whether the access to all information is good enough.

The difference between the use of organizational links and associative links was not clear enough for naive users: this caused a wrong perception of searching vs. reading. This aspect had to be discussed extensively during
sample sessions and demos. The difference between searching and reading is important as in the organization of the document organizational and associative links have a different purpose: the users must know this difference as they can not properly exploit the link structures otherwise. E.g. the use of indices or other organizational links is different from the use (reading) of standard text chunks.

Another problem in specifying both paper references and online links was the effort to be spent on expressing those two relationships in the unique source code. This was caused by the fact that the conversion routine software did not work effectively and properly.

The conclusion is that the definition of nodes and links took a huge, but unavoidable first-time effort. Due to the software problems a significant effort will be needed for maintenance. However, the paper manual has gained quality due to a thorough analysis of its structure.

3.4 Representation of Nodes and Links

As far as the representation of nodes is concerned the requirements said that nodes should look like pages from the reference manual. The problems in this respect were the window size, the font size, the use of special symbols, and the use of graphics.

The size of the help window and its font were chosen such that the help text would be elegantly readable and that the window could mix well with the other ExSpect tools on the screen: the possible chunk size that followed from this did not cause a real problem.

The use of software that could not cope with special symbols, nor with graphics, resulted in a decrease in the educational quality of the help facility and a decrease in the quality of the association between the help information and the actual tools. This was significant as the text-without-graphics online facility caused a rewriting of the help information (to a lower quality).

For the representation of links it was necessary to define the representation of anchors and the visibility of links. The anchors were put in the text in different style (underlined), which required a limited rewriting and which purposely made no difference visible between the two types of links (organizational and associative). Alternatively, links could be activated by the use of menu options, just like in the ExSpect tools themselves. In particular
this was necessary for the links that make it possible to jump to an index or to nodes previously displayed: links without an explicit anchor. The use of a link was defined to cause a new help text to replace the old one: only one help window would be available and thus enough space would be kept for the ExSpect windows.

The conclusion is that there have been no problems with the link representation, but that the node representation suffered heavily from the lack of graphics support.

3.5 Implementation

In the implementation phase the information had to be realized in the software.

As the software was simple but poor, it turned out to be easy to use, but with limited capabilities. A lot of energy had to be spent on aspects that were not first-time-only. The coding of links and anchors was difficult. The text, including the text that had to be added, had to be (re)written as text without graphics. The conversion routine was not error-free, so a lot of damage repair was needed.

Concluding, the used software platform is not meant for easy maintenance, nor for high-quality information representation.

3.6 Use of ExSpect's Help

The evaluation of the use of the first version of the ExSpect help facility learned that the calling of help was simple: the call for help was integrated in the ExSpect tools as a simple menu item and as a simple keystroke command. The reading of large chunks was sometimes difficult, as no good layout was possible.

The users appeared to read more in a reading-to-learn than a reading-to-remember fashion, which was in contrast with claims made beforehand. So, although this phenomenon could be related to the fact that users had to learn to use the facility, for the prototype it held that the expected use differed from the actual use: there existed a wrong conception of the use of paper and online manuals. One can assume that this phenomenon may disappear over time.
Important lessons were learned by the manual writers for improving the quality of the manual in order to adapt the manual text to the users’ needs (irrelevant of the conversion to online).

The online facility is easier to access, but not better to read or to understand, nor is it better maintainable. The general concepts are good, but the specific software platform is not good enough. So, as a prototype the implementation appears to function properly, but as a final product it is certainly not sufficient.

4 Conclusions

The prime goal in the ExSpect-help project was to publish ExSpect’s technical documentation online. As a start the first stage of the project aimed at realizing the reference manual online. In order to minimize the future maintenance one of the principal requirements was the use of a unique source format for both paper and online version. As a consequence the ExSpect developers chose to use Info, as this offered an "easy" conversion (from the original situation) and a hypertext-like functionality. The developers started with a thorough analysis of the future use. Then, the nodes and links were defined and their representations. After the realization each of these steps was evaluated, as was the use of the prototype online facility.

The evaluation learned that the required functionality had been realized, but the presentation of the information had suffered and more effort than expected had to be spent on the conversion of the contents. Primarily these problems had been caused by the software that was used, although one must admit that the software had offered the easy interaction and prototyping it was chosen for. An advantage in this project had been the structure of the existing reference manual. As it was logically-organized the conversion was semantically relatively simple. The evaluation resulted in a number of possible goals for next releases: the use of graphics (and thus probably of other software), a higher quality of the text (as the rewriting sometimes was cumbersome for text that was not logically-organized), and better support for future maintenance (by using a good hypertext (management) system).

As one of the general conclusions from this project one can see that a conversion from paper documentation to online documentation takes a significant (manual) effort even if the text is logically-organized. A good
thorough analysis is vital, and in the analysis it is important to know the advantages and disadvantages of the used software. The future users have to be familiar with the limitations of hypertext in general and the software in particular, when they formulate their requirements. A solid management is needed for maintaining the paper and online documentation in parallel: preferably by using one source format with minimal redundancy in markup for both media. The rewriting of the original text is difficult for new, inexperienced writers and for writers not familiar with writing texts that are not logically-organized.

One of the general lessons learned from the project is related to the analysis for determining requirements for a hypertext solution. In the user analysis "real" sample sessions need to be held with the users in order to help those that are not familiar with using hypertext-like technical documentation. Readers less familiar with hypertext tend to abuse the hypertext concepts.

Whenever the text that has to be converted to online is not logically-organized, it is wise to rewrite the text before the conversion. In the rewriting the writers should maintain a clear distinction between associative and organizational links, as searching and reading are two separate issues in using a hypertext.

Using software that enables (almost) the same layout possibilities for paper and online reduces the effort in converting from paper to online and in maintaining paper and online versions.

For the future of the project the developers of ExSpect want the next releases of ExSpect's help facility to have an enhanced functionality: other parts of the current paper documentation should be incorporated in the online facility, the reading quality should be upgraded, and the maintenance routines should become simpler. In the long term they think of choosing another software platform that can better serve their needs: the online help facility requires a platform that makes effective and efficient maintenance possible.
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